weekly market view
Editorial

Brexit risks wane








The UK parliament’s emphatic vote to reject a ‘no-deal’
Brexit reduces a key risk facing global markets. This is
likely positive for the GBP and broader risk assets.
Equities: After a period of consolidation, we expect Asia exJapan to resume its outperformance over Developed Markets
amid attractive valuations and China’s stimulus.
Bonds: Asia USD and EM USD government bonds, our
preferred areas within bonds, are likely to consolidate YTD gains
near term. This may open an opportunity to add exposure.
FX: We reiterate our long-held bullish GBP view as the UK
parliament’s vote diminishes the ‘extreme downside’ scenario.

What’s new?






Brexit risks wane. The UK’s parliament voted to take a ‘no-deal’
or ‘hard’ Brexit off the table. This reinforces our view that a hard
Brexit is the least likely outcome. The focus now shifts to a likely
third attempt by PM May to get parliamentarians, who have been
supporting a hard-Brexit outcome, to back her agreed Brexit plan
or risk the UK staying on in the European Union permanently. If
that plan fails, an extension of the Brexit deadline beyond 29
March would become inevitable (subject to the agreement of EU
members, which should be forthcoming as they too want to avoid
a ‘hard’ Brexit). We believe Brexit on terms agreed between the
UK and EU would be consistent with GBP/USD extending gains
to 1.36, followed by 1.40. A no-Brexit (‘remain’) outcome,
possibly after an election or a second referendum, could push
the pair towards 1.45. (See page 3 for more details).
Slowdown in US job growth, inflation. US job creation slowed
in January to the weakest monthly gains since 2017. The sharp
slowdown was partly because smaller businesses curbed hiring
amid uncertainty around the US government shutdown. US core
CPI inflation fell to 2.1% (close to the Fed’s 2% target). Although
US retail sales recovered from December’s slump and wage
growth continues to gradually accelerate, the slowdown in job
creation and overall inflation are likely to encourage the Fed to
maintain its pause in its rate hiking cycle when it meets on 19-20
March. The Fed’s dovish tilt, which led to dovish turns by other
leading central banks, has been a key driver of risk assets YTD.
Developed Market equities take the lead. Equity markets have
witnessed a switch in leadership away from Emerging Markets
(EM) in favour of Developed Markets (DM) in recent weeks, led
by US equity market strength and weakness in Non-Asia
EMs. USD strength, since the start of February, has also
contributed to a slowdown in foreign fund inflows to EMs, which
has cooled sentiment after a strong start to the year. However,
we retain a preference for EM over DM over the coming 12
months based on a view of a stable USD, attractive valuations
and growth-supportive stimulus measures in China.

What we are watching

a) Fed policy decision, including updated growth, inflation and
policy rates outlook (20 March), b) likely UK parliament third vote
on the UK-EU Brexit deal, c) Bank of England policy decision (21
March), and d) US’ decision on auto import tariffs.
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GBP still looks cheap relative to pre-Brexit vote levels
GBP/USD exchange rate
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The Fed’s pause in rate hikes has led to dovish turns
by other leading central banks, lowering bond yields
worldwide
10-year government bond yields for major economies
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What does this mean for investors?

Benchmark (USD) performance w/w*

Global equities rebounded, led by the US and Europe, while EMs
consolidated. Corporate bonds outperformed government bonds.
The USD gave up some of its recent gains.

Cash
Equities

Equities: Emerging Markets consolidate



Bonds: Government bond yields likely to rebound




Government bond yields pricing in too much pessimism.
Declining inflation in the US and a dovish tone from the ECB have
dragged 10-year US Treasury and German bund yields lower. 10year US Treasury yields are currently close to a key technical
level of 2.62%. Globally, government bond yields are close to
their one-year lows, which lead us to be vigilant against a
rebound in yields, should economic data improve. Thus, we prefer
to maintain a moderate maturity profile (around five years).
EM bonds regain momentum. EM government bonds, both
USD and local currency-denominated, delivered positive returns,
likely helped by renewed inflows, as well as a modestly weaker
USD. Inflation in major EM economies has been rather subdued,
which increases the possibility of rate cuts in the near future
(especially in India) that could lead to capital gains. While we
continue to favour EM USD government and Asian USD bonds,
short-term indicators suggest heightened risk of a potential
consolidation or a slight pull-back in the asset classes near term.
Thus, we would wait for a better opportunity to add to our
preferred bond asset classes.

FX: EUR/USD rebounds from 21-month low


EUR/USD faces resistance at 1.15. The pair rebounded from a
21-month low just below 1.12 following soft US inflation data that
raised the prospects of a prolonged Fed pause. Technical charts
suggest a break of 1.1420 could lead to a test of the next key
resistance of 1.15. Strong support is at around 1.12.
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*Week of 07 March 2019 to 14 March 2019
Source: MSCI, JP Morgan, DJ-UBS, Citigroup, Bloomberg,
Standard Chartered (Indices used are JP Morgan Cash, MSCI AC
World TR, Citi World Big, DJ-UBS Commodity, DXY and ADXY)

Asian equities’ technical outlook remains strong
Technical levels of key market indicators as on 14 March
Index
S&P500
STOXX 50
FTSE 100
Nikkei 225
Shanghai Comp
Hang Seng
MSCI Asia ex-Japan
MSCI EM
Brent (ICE)
Gold
UST 10Y Yield

1st
1st
ShortSpot support resistance term trend
2,808
3,342
7,185
21,287
2,991
28,851
653
1,048
67
1,296
2.62

2,720
3,290
7,000
20,850
2,835
27,850
635
1,027
63
1,275
2.52













2,820
3,395
7,262
21,880
3,135
29,250
663
1,058
72
1,320
2.80

Source: Trading Central, Standard Chartered
Note: Arrows represent short-term trend opinions

China 2019 earnings outlook has started to improve
in recent months amid government policy stimulus
Share of CSI300 index companies which have seen
upward revision for 2019 earnings estimates
60%
50%
% upgrade



China focuses on earnings. China shares consolidated in
March, after a 24% rally in the CSI300 index and 14% rise in
Hang Seng Index in the first two months of the year, amid
concerns that margin financing activities might be curbed by the
government. In fact, the margin financing balance in China
remains at a healthy level of c. CNY 850bn, well below the peak
of c. CNY 2trn during the 2015 rally. We expect market
consolidation to continue in the near term as the focus shifts to
Q4 2018 earnings and corporate earnings guidance for 2019.
Given consensus expectations for 12% earnings growth over the
next 12 months, we believe China equities are attractively valued.
China equities (both on- and off-shore) remain our preferred
markets within Asia ex-Japan.
Interest rate-sensitive sectors gain. Real estate and industrial
sectors have been among the star performers this year as
investors reacted to the decline in global government bond yields
following dovish policy shifts in the US and Europe. While
industrials are a core holding for us in the US and Europe, the
real estate sector’s gains challenges our medium-term bearish
view on the sector. A sustained dovish view from the Fed at its
March meeting could support the sector in the near term.
Energy and technology sectors have also performed strongly
YTD, despite the weakness in earnings in both sectors. This
reflects investor willingness to look through the expected earnings
slowdown in 2019, which is partially related to a high base in
2018 due to factors such as corporate tax cuts of late-2017.
Energy and technology sectors remain among our preferred
sectors in the US and Europe.
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EUR/USD is likely to test the next resistance of 1.15
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Top client questions
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Our view that the risks of a hard Brexit are declining leads us to
reiterate our view that the GBP outlook is skewed to more upside.
Based on post-Brexit history, we see GBP/USD moving to around
1.40 if a deal can be reached and 1.45 under a ‘Remain’ scenario.
Looking over the past 25 years, we have identified 6 periods of trend
GBP strength. During these periods, UK equities tend to deliver
positive returns with more domestically-focussed mid-cap stocks
outperforming their more internationally-oriented large-cap stocks.
From a sector perspective, Communication Services, Consumer
Staples and Consumer Discretionary have generally outperformed.

25% 22.5%

FTSE 250

That said, the road to resolution remains unclear. The focus next
week will be on the third vote on the UK-EU deal and whether the
fear of no Brexit or a worse deal may encourage more MPs to
support the deal. Both the UK and EU will want to see how this vote
goes before deciding what type of extension make sense. If the deal
is voted down by a wide margin again, then a second referendum or
a general election could be required to break the deadlock.

Communication services, consumer discretionary
and consumer staples generally outperform during
bouts of GBP strength
MSCI UK sector and FTSE-100/250 median returns
during periods of significant GBP strength over the past
25 years

Communication Services

The past week has seen the UK parliament vote to 1) reject (again)
the deal negotiated with the EU, 2) rule out a no-deal, ‘hard’ Brexit,
and 3) request an extension to the 29 March deadline. We believe
this further reduces the probability of a hard Brexit, from the alreadylow 10% chance we assigned before this week’s developments.

Median return during GBP strength

Q1. What do the UK parliamentary votes mean for Brexit risks?

Source: Bloomberg, Standard Chartered

The main risk to the above outlook is that the probability of a ‘hard’
Brexit rises significantly. Of course, it is important to acknowledge
that if no deal or delay can be agreed in the next two weeks, then the
default setting is a ‘hard’ Brexit. Therefore, the next week or two may
see slightly better GBP buying opportunities and/or opportunities to
sell downside GBP risk via the options market.
Q2. Does the sharp fall in HKD short-term borrowing rates and
the currency since January represent an opportunity?
We believe it represents an opportunity to reduce borrowing costs for
investors with USD-denominated borrowings.

The gap between US and HK rates is close to the
widest it has been over the past few years
US 3-month LIBOR – HK 3-month HIBOR (%)
1.4

Over the past few weeks, the pegged USD/HKD exchange rate has
moved to the top of its allowable policy band, likely reflecting the
widening gap between short-term interest rates in the USD and the
HKD (to almost 0.9%), similar to an earlier episode in early 2018.
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%

We do not expect this unusually wide gap in US-HK short-term rates
to persist. Policy intervention to defend the top of the USD/HKD
range means HK policymakers will likely end up reducing domestic
market liquidity to the point where short-term HK rates rise to largely
match US rates. Until this adjustment happens, we believe an
opportunity to lower funding costs exists. Investors with USDdenominated borrowings should consider rotating some of those
borrowings into the HKD to lock in current, lower borrowing costs.
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Source: Bloomberg, Standard Chartered

The main risk to our view for a USD-based investor is that the HKD
strengthens by the full magnitude of its allowable policy range (i.e.
about 1.2%). This could occur either because (i) the HKMA
intervention is very aggressive, pushing local rates at least as high
as USD rates, or (ii) the Fed reverses its rate hiking cycle, causing
USD rates to fall to match those in HK. However, we believe this
represents an attractive risk/reward opportunity, given our continued
confidence in the USD/HKD currency peg effectively limits currency
risk.
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Market performance summary*
Year to date

1 Week

Equity | Country & Region
Global Equities
Global High Divi Yield Equities
Developed Markets (DM)
Emerging Markets (EM)
US
Western Europe (Local)
Western Europe (USD)
Japan (Local)
-0.6%
Japan (USD)
-0.8%
Australia
-1.1%
Asia ex-Japan
-0.1%
Africa
-0.4%
Eastern Europe
Latam
Middle East
China
-0.2%
India
South Korea
-1.4%
Taiwan

11.4%
9.3%
11.7%
8.8%
12.7%
11.1%
11.2%
6.6%
4.6%
10.5%
9.6%
2.7%
7.7%
10.6%
7.0%
15.9%
4.9%
4.5%
5.1%

1.6%
1.1%
1.7%
0.5%
2.2%
1.1%
1.9%

0.8%
3.9%
1.2%
3.1%

0.1%

Equity | Sector
Consumer Discretionary
Consumer Staples
Energy
Financial
Healthcare
Industrial
IT
Materials
Telecom
Utilities
Global Property Equity/REITs

10.5%
8.8%
14.2%
10.3%
7.9%
12.7%
15.8%
10.2%
11.6%
9.3%
12.6%

0.6%
1.4%
1.6%
1.5%
2.1%
0.5%
2.7%
1.1%
2.0%
1.6%
1.9%

Bonds | Sovereign

DM IG Sovereign
US Sovereign
EU Sovereign
EM Sovereign Hard Currency
EM Sovereign Local Currency
Asia EM Local Currency

0.8%
0.7%
0.2%

5.7%
3.2%
1.9%

0.3%
0.0%
0.6%
0.6%
0.5%
-0.1%

Bonds | Credit
DM IG Corporates
DM High Yield Corporates
US High Yield
Europe High Yield
Asia Hard Currency

2.7%

5.9%
6.5%
4.1%
3.6%

0.4%
0.6%
0.4%
1.2%
0.4%

Commodity
6.6%

1.1%
0.9%
1.2%
0.4%
0.7%
1.4%
0.8%

Diversified Commodity
Agriculture
Energy
Industrial Metal
Precious Metal
Crude Oil
Gold

-2.4%
16.3%
10.4%

-0.3%
23.8%
1.1%

FX (against USD)
Asia ex-Japan
AUD
EUR
GBP
JPY
SGD

0.8%
0.2%
-1.3%
4.0%
-1.9%

0.5%

0.2%
0.5%
0.7%
1.0%

-0.1%
0.3%

Alternatives
2.9%
2.7%
1.2%

Composite (All strategies)
Relative Value
Event Driven
Equity Long/Short
Macro CTAs

6.0%
-0.2%
-5%

0%

5%

10%

15%

20%

25%

30%

0.2%
-0.1%
-0.7%
1.0%
0.1%
-2%

0%

2%

4%

6%

*Performance in USD terms unless otherwise stated, YTD period from 31 December 2018 to 14 March 2019, 1 week period: 07 March 2019 to 14 March 2019
Sources: MSCI, JP Morgan, Barclays Capital, Citigroup, Dow Jones, HFRX, FTSE, Bloomberg, Standard Chartered
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Next Week

Date

Period

MON

JN

Exports y/y

18-Mar-19

TUE

UK

Average Weekly Earnings 3m/ y/y

WED

Prior

Feb

-0.6%

-8.4%

19-Mar-19

Jan

–

3.4%

CPI Core y/y

20-Mar-19

Feb

–

1.9%

US

FOMC Rate Decision (Upper Bound)

21-Mar-19

20-Mar

2.5%

2.5%

UK

Retail Sales Ex Auto Fuel y/y

21-Mar-19

Feb

–

4.1%

UK

Bank of England Bank Rate

21-Mar-19

21-Mar

–

0.8%

US

Initial Jobless Claims

21-Mar-19

16-Mar

–

--

US

Leading Index

21-Mar-19

Feb

0.1%

0.0%

EC

Consumer Confidence

21-Mar-19

Mar A

–

-7.4

JN

Natl CPI Ex Fresh Food, Energy y/y

22-Mar-19

Feb

0.4%

0.4%

JN

Nikkei Japan PMI Mfg

22-Mar-19

Mar P

–

48.9

GE

Markit/BME Germany Composite PMI

22-Mar-19

Mar P

–

52.8

EC

Markit Eurozone Composite PMI

22-Mar-19

Mar P

–

51.9

US

Markit US Composite PMI

22-Mar-19

Mar P

–

55.5

US

Existing Home Sales

22-Mar-19

Feb

5.08m

4.94m

Event

This Week

Date

Period

Actual

Prior

GE

Industrial Production WDA y/y

11-Mar-19

Jan

-3.3%

-2.7%

GE

Exports SA m/m

11-Mar-19

Jan

0.0%

1.5%

US

Retail Sales Ex Auto and Gas

11-Mar-19

Jan

1.2%

-1.6%

TUE

Event

UK

UK

GDP (m/m)

12-Mar-19

Jan

0.5%

-0.4%

US

CPI Ex Food and Energy y/y

12-Mar-19

Feb

2.1%

2.2%

JN

Core Machine Orders y/y

13-Mar-19

Jan

-2.9%

0.9%

US

PPI Ex Food and Energy y/y

13-Mar-19

Feb

2.5%

2.6%

CH

Fixed Assets Ex Rural YTD y/y

14-Mar-19

Feb

6.1%

5.9%

CH

Industrial Production YTD y/y

14-Mar-19

Feb

5.3%

6.2%

CH

Retail Sales YTD y/y

14-Mar-19

Feb

8.2%

9.0%

US

Industrial Production m/m

15-Mar-19

Feb

–

-0.6%

US

U. of Mich. Sentiment

15-Mar-19

Mar P

–

93.8

JN

BOJ Policy Balance Rate

15-Mar-19

3/15/2019

–

-0.1%

IN

Exports y/y

15-Mar-19

Feb

–

3.7%

FRI/SAT

THUR

MON

FRI/SAT

THUR

Expected

WED

Economic & Market Calendar

Previous data are for the preceding period unless otherwise indicated
Data are % change on previous period unless otherwise indicated
P - preliminary data, F - final data, sa - seasonally adjusted
y/y – year-on-year, m/m - month-on-month
Source: Bloomberg, Standard Chartered; key indicators highlighted in blue
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Type 1 (dealing in securities), Type 4 (advising on securities), Type 6 (advising on corporate finance) and Type 9 (asset
management) regulated activity under the Securities and Futures Ordinance (Cap. 571) (“SFO”) (CE No. AJI614). The contents of
this document have not been reviewed by any regulatory authority in Hong Kong and you are advised to exercise caution in relation
to any offer set out herein. If you are in doubt about any of the contents of this document, you should obtain independent
professional advice. Any product named herein may not be offered or sold in Hong Kong by means of any document at any time
other than to “professional investors” as defined in the SFO and any rules made under that ordinance. In addition, this document
may not be issued or possessed for the purposes of issue, whether in Hong Kong or elsewhere, and any interests may not be
disposed of, to any person unless such person is outside Hong Kong or is a “professional investor” as defined in the SFO and any
rules made under that ordinance, or as otherwise may be permitted by that ordinance. In Hong Kong, Standard Chartered Private
Bank is the private banking division of Standard Chartered Bank (Hong Kong) Limited.
Ghana: Standard Chartered Bank Ghana Limited accepts no liability and will not be liable for any loss or damage arising directly or
indirectly (including special, incidental or consequential loss or damage) from your use of these documents. Past performance is
not indicative of future results and no representation or warranty is made regarding future performance. You should seek advice
from a financial adviser on the suitability of an investment for you, taking into account these factors before making a commitment to
invest in an investment. To unsubscribe from receiving further updates, please click here. Please do not reply to this email. Call our
Priority Banking on 0302610750 for any questions or service queries. You are advised not to send any confidential and/or important
information to the Bank via e-mail, as the Bank makes no representations or warranties as to the security or accuracy of any
information transmitted via e-mail. The Bank shall not be responsible for any loss or damage suffered by you arising from your
decision to use e-mail to communicate with the Bank.
India: Standard Chartered Bank is registered with Securities and Exchange Board of India as an Investment Advisor (Registration
Number: INA000002249) under the Securities and Exchange Board of India (Investment Advisers) Regulations, 2013. You can
avail of investment advisory services of Standard Chartered Bank only upon (i) executing separate documents with the Investment
Advisory Group of Standard Chartered Bank for availing 'Investment Advice’ (as defined in the Securities and Exchange Board of
India (Investment Advisers) Regulations, 2013); and (ii) paying specific fees (if applied by Standard Chartered Bank ) for such
‘Investment Advice’. Standard Chartered Bank acts as a distributor of mutual funds and referrer of other third party financial
products, for which Standard Chartered Bank receives commission / referral fees from the product provider.
Jersey: In Jersey, Standard Chartered Private Bank is the Registered Business Name of the Jersey Branch of Standard Chartered
Bank. The Jersey Branch of Standard Chartered Bank is regulated by the Jersey Financial Services Commission. Copies of the
latest audited accounts of Standard Chartered Bank are available from its principal place of business in Jersey: PO Box 80, 15
Castle Street, St Helier, Jersey JE4 8PT. Standard Chartered Bank is incorporated in England with limited liability by Royal Charter
in 1853 Reference Number ZC 18. The Principal Office of the Company is situated in England at 1 Basinghall Avenue, London,
EC2V 5DD. Standard Chartered Bank is authorised by the Prudential Regulation Authority and regulated by the Financial Conduct
Authority and Prudential Regulation Authority. The Jersey Branch of Standard Chartered Bank is also an authorised financial
services provider under license number 44946 issued by the Financial Sector Conduct Authority of the Republic of South Africa.
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Jersey is not part of the United Kingdom and all business transacted with Standard Chartered Bank, Jersey Branch and other
Standard Chartered Group Offices outside of the United Kingdom, are not subject to some or any of the investor protection and
compensation schemes available under United Kingdom law.
Kenya: Investment Products and Services are distributed by Standard Chartered Investment Services Limited, a wholly owned
subsidiary of Standard Chartered Bank Kenya Limited (Standard Chartered Bank/the Bank) that is licensed by the Capital Markets
Authority as a Fund Manager. Standard Chartered Bank Kenya Limited is regulated by the Central Bank of Kenya.
Malaysia: This document is being distributed in Malaysia by Standard Chartered Bank Malaysia Berhad. Recipients in Malaysia
should contact Standard Chartered Bank Malaysia Berhad in relation to any matters arising from, or in connection with, this
document.
Singapore SCBSL: This document is being distributed in Singapore by, and is attributable to, Standard Chartered Bank (Singapore)
Limited (“SCBSL”). Recipients in Singapore should contact SCBSL in relation to any matters arising from, or in connection with, this
document. SCBSL is an indirect wholly-owned subsidiary of Standard Chartered Bank and is licensed to conduct banking business
in Singapore under the Singapore Banking Act, Chapter 19. IN RELATION TO ANY FIXED INCOME AND STRUCTURED
SECURITIES REFERRED TO IN THIS DOCUMENT (IF ANY), THIS DOCUMENT TOGETHER WITH THE ISSUER
DOCUMENTATION SHALL BE DEEMED AN INFORMATION MEMORANDUM (AS DEFINED IN SECTION 275 OF THE
SECURITIES AND FUTURES ACT, CHAPTER 289 (“SFA”). IT IS INTENDED FOR DISTRIBUTION TO ACCREDITED
INVESTORS, AS DEFINED IN SECTION 4A OF THE SFA, OR ON TERMS THAT THE SECURITIES MAY ONLY BE ACQUIRED
AT A CONSIDERATION OF NOT LESS THAN S$200,000 (OR ITS EQUIVALENT IN A FOREIGN CURRENCY) FOR EACH
TRANSACTION. Further, in relation to fixed income and structured securities mentioned (if any), neither this document nor the
Issuer Documentation have been, and will not be, registered as a prospectus with the Monetary Authority of Singapore under the
SFA. Accordingly, this document and any other document or material in connection with the offer or sale, or invitation for
subscription or purchase, of the product may not be circulated or distributed, nor may the product be offered or sold, or be made
the subject of an invitation for subscription or purchase, whether directly or indirectly, to persons other than a relevant person
pursuant to section 275(1) of the SFA, or any person pursuant to section 275(1A) of the SFA, and in accordance with the
conditions, specified in section 275 of the SFA, or pursuant to, and in accordance with the conditions of, any other applicable
provision of the SFA. Singapore dollar deposits of non-bank depositors are insured by the Singapore Deposit Insurance
Corporation, for up to S$50,000 in aggregate per depositor per Scheme member by law. Foreign currency deposits, dual currency
investments, structured deposits and other investment products are not insured.
Singapore SCB, Singapore Branch: This document is being distributed in Singapore by SCB, Singapore branch only to accredited
investors, expert investors or institutional investors, as defined in the Securities and Futures Act, Chapter 289 of Singapore.
Recipients in Singapore should contact SCB, Singapore branch in relation to any matters arising from, or in connection with, this
document. In Singapore, Standard Chartered Private Bank is the Private Banking division of SCB, Singapore branch. SCB,
Singapore branch (Registration No. S16FC0027L) (GST Registration No.: MR-8500053-0) is licensed to conduct banking business
under the Banking Act, Chapter 19 of Singapore. IN RELATION TO ANY FIXED INCOME AND STRUCTURED SECURITIES
REFERRED TO IN THIS DOCUMENT (IF ANY), THIS DOCUMENT TOGETHER WITH THE ISSUER DOCUMENTATION SHALL
BE DEEMED AN INFORMATION MEMORANDUM (AS DEFINED IN SECTION 275 OF THE SFA). IT IS INTENDED FOR
DISTRIBUTION TO ACCREDITED INVESTORS, AS DEFINED IN SECTION 4A OF THE SFA. Further, in relation to fixed income
and structured securities mentioned (if any), neither this document nor the Issuer Documentation have been, and will not be,
registered as a prospectus with the Monetary Authority of Singapore under the SFA. Accordingly, this document and any other
document or material in connection with the offer or sale, or invitation for subscription or purchase, of the product may not be
circulated or distributed, nor may the product be offered or sold, or be made the subject of an invitation for subscription or
purchase, whether directly or indirectly, to persons other than a relevant person pursuant to section 275(1) of the SFA, and in
accordance with the conditions, specified in section 275 of the SFA, or pursuant to, and in accordance with the conditions of, any
other applicable provision of the SFA. Singapore dollar deposits of non-bank depositors are insured by the Singapore Deposit
Insurance Corporation, for up to S$50,000 in aggregate per depositor per Scheme member by law. Foreign currency deposits, dual
currency investments, structured deposits and other investment products are not insured. In relation to any collective investment
schemes referred to in this document (if any), this document is for general information purposes only and is not an offering
document or prospectus (as defined in the SFA). This document is not, nor is it intended to be (i) an offer or solicitation of an offer
to buy or sell any financial product; or (ii) an advertisement of an offer or intended offer of any financial product.
Taiwan: Standard Chartered Bank (“SCB”) or Standard Chartered Bank (Taiwan) Limited (“SCB (Taiwan)”) may be involved in the
financial instruments contained herein or other related financial instruments. The author of this document may have discussed the
information contained herein with other employees or agents of SCB or SCB (Taiwan). The author and the above-mentioned
employees of SCB or SCB (Taiwan) may have taken related actions in respect of the information involved (including
communication with customers of SCB or SCB (Taiwan) as to the information contained herein). The opinions contained in this
document may change, or differ from the opinions of employees of SCB or SCB (Taiwan). SCB and SCB (Taiwan) will not provide
any notice of any changes to or differences between the above-mentioned opinions. This document may cover companies with
which SCB or SCB (Taiwan) seeks to do business at times and issuers of financial instruments. Therefore, investors should
understand that the information contained herein may serve as specific purposes as a result of conflict of interests of SCB or SCB
(Taiwan). SCB, SCB (Taiwan), the employees (including those who have discussions with the author) or customers of SCB or SCB
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(Taiwan) may have an interest in the products, related financial instruments or related derivative financial products contained
herein; invest in those products at various prices and on different market conditions; have different or conflicting interests in those
products. The potential impacts include market makers’ related activities, such as dealing, investment, acting as agents, or
performing financial or consulting services in relation to any of the products referred to in this document
Thailand: Please study the Scheme Information Documents carefully e.g. investment policy, risks, fund performance before
investing.
UAE: DIFC - Standard Chartered Bank, Dubai International Financial Centre (SCB DIFC) having its offices at Dubai International
Financial Centre, Building 1, Gate Precinct, P.O. Box 999, Dubai, UAE is a branch of Standard Chartered Bank and is regulated by
the Dubai Financial Services Authority (“DFSA”). This document is intended for use only by Professional Clients and is not directed
at Retail Clients as defined by the DFSA Rulebook. In the DIFC we are authorized to provide financial services only to clients who
qualify as Professional Clients and Market Counterparties and not to Retail Clients. As a Professional Client you will not be given
the higher retail client protection and compensation rights and if you use your right to be classified as a Retail Client we will be
unable to provide financial services and products to you as we do not hold the required license to undertake such activities. For
Islamic transactions, we are acting under the supervision of our Shariah Supervisory Committee. Relevant information on our
Shariah Supervisory Committee is currently available on the Standard Chartered Bank website in the Islamic banking section here.
UAE: For residents of the UAE – Standard Chartered Bank UAE does not provide financial analysis or consultation services in or
into the UAE within the meaning of UAE Securities and Commodities Authority Decision No. 48/r of 2008 concerning financial
consultation and financial analysis.
Uganda: Our Investment products and services are distributed by Standard Chartered Bank Uganda Limited, which is licensed by
the Capital Markets Authority as an investment adviser.
United Kingdom: Standard Chartered Bank (trading as Standard Chartered Private Bank) is an authorised financial services
provider (licence number 45747) in terms of the South African Financial Advisory and Intermediary Services Act, 2002.
Zambia: This document is distributed by Standard Chartered Bank Zambia Plc, a company incorporated in Zambia and registered
as a commercial bank and licensed by the Bank of Zambia under the Banking and Financial Services Act Chapter 387 of the Laws
of Zambia.
Market Abuse Regulation (MAR) Disclaimer
Standard Chartered Bank is incorporated in England with limited liability by Royal Charter 1853 Reference Number ZC18. The
Principal Office of the Company is situated in England at 1 Basinghall Avenue, London, EC2V 5DD. Standard Chartered Bank is
authorised by the Prudential Regulation Authority and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority and Prudential Regulation
Authority. Banking activities may be carried out internationally by different Standard Chartered Bank branches, subsidiaries and
affiliates (collectively “SCB”) according to local regulatory requirements. Opinions may contain outright "buy", "sell", "hold" or other
opinions. The time horizon of this opinion is dependent on prevailing market conditions and there is no planned frequency for
updates to the opinion.
This opinion is not independent of SCB’s own trading strategies or positions. SCB and/or its affiliates or its respective officers,
directors, employee benefit programmes or employees, including persons involved in the preparation or issuance of this document
may at any time, to the extent permitted by applicable law and/or regulation, be long or short any securities or financial instruments
referred to in this document or have material interest in any such securities or related investments. Therefore, it is possible, and
you should assume, that SCB has a material interest in one or more of the financial instruments mentioned herein. If specific
companies are mentioned in this communication, please note that SCB may at times do business or seek to do business with the
companies covered in this communication; hold a position in, or have economic exposure to, such companies; and/or invest in the
financial products issued by these companies. Further, SCB may be involved in activities such as dealing in, holding, acting as
market makers or liquidity providers, or performing financial or advisory services including but not limited to, lead manager or colead manager in relation to any of the products referred to in this communication. SCB may have received compensation for these
services and activities. Accordingly, SCB may have a conflict of interest that could affect the objectivity of this communication.
SCB has in place policies and procedures, logical access controls and physical information walls to help ensure confidential
information, including material non-public or inside information is not disclosed unless in line with its policies and procedures and
the rules of its regulators.
Please refer to https://www.sc.com/en/banking-services/market-disclaimer.html for more detailed disclosures, including past
opinions in the last 12 months and conflict of interests, as well as disclaimers. This document must not be forwarded or otherwise
made available to any other person without the express written consent of Standard Chartered Bank.
THIS IS NOT A RESEARCH REPORT AND HAS NOT BEEN PRODUCED BY A RESEARCH UNIT.
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